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The wolf chinese drama ending explained

This website uses cookies to improve your experience. Cookies help keep this website active, thanks for your support! Accept Read more Taiwanese director, Frankie Chen (??? 珊), recently spoke with Tencent's Front Line (lit. ?) about The Wolf (?), which finally aired after 3 years. Frankie Chen, who was the show's chief executive, revealed that they had only learned the series
aired 30 minutes prior to it actually airing. She was also concerned about the series maintaining traction and popularity due to all episodes being available on the first day. Li Qin's Kiss Scenes with Xiao Zhan and Talu Wang in The Wolf Trend for Similar ReasonsFrankie ChenThe Wolf Finally Airs Three Years Later with Much Excitement from Fans Around the WorldThe series has
been consistently trending on Weibo almost every day despite all the episodes being available for streaming since it aired. Many of the subjects ranged from the kiss scenes, the male lead persona, the strong second male lead in history, the expressions and the cheesy lines, etc. Frankie Chen touched on some of the hot topics like the [spoiler] sad ending and her evaluations on
the leads, Talu Wang (?), Li Qin (1沁), and Xiao Zhan (肖). Netizens Got Excited Thinking Li Qin and Yang Yang Got Back Together After Studio Took Down Single Statement *** Spoilers Ahead***On the comments she got about the series too cruel and too sad, especially the ending, Frankie Chen explained that cruelty is also an experience. She accepts the criticism from
netizens, but clarifies the sad scenes are not done for the sake of doing it. Frankie Chen had considered killing King Bo or Zhai Xing. Her thought about killing Zhai Xing was that King Bo had done so much for her that it was time for her to do something for him. Her character had grown up the most in the series. Dying for Wolf Boy is the best end for this identity of hers. For me,
this perfect ending is even more in line with the growth of her character. Talu Wang asks Cai Xukun to help send his Dance Video to LisaTalu Wang wants to find a girlfriend like BLACKPINK's LisaTalu WangTalking about the rigors of the main cast, Frankie Chen, who has a deep relationship with Talu Wang due to their previous experiences working together on Our Times (???
And Fall in Love at First Kiss (?吻, said he had many fight and wire scenes where he was often flipped upside down and his face would be red. There were also a few scenes where he had to emulate walking like a wolf, which is difficult due to the differences in the biology of the human body. Xiao Zhan's Manager denies that mastermind behind AO3 ScandalThis was also Talu
Wang's first costume drama. He had many lines to recite, which Frankie Chen witnessed he did in the lobby late at night when they returned to the hotel. Like any of the other directors, Hua, pictured, Talu Wang lacked air as she was often filmed on a plateau Shangri-La and would pant for air while performing scenes. When Frankie Chen offered her air tank to him, Talu Wang
always said to her, I'm fine. I can do it. Frankie Chen revealed that she offered him the role of King Bo shortly after she finished filming Our Times because she felt Talu Wang was very wild and had some kind of male hormone many men don't have. Talu Wang had some reservations at first as he felt Wolf Boy was hard to portray. However, Frankie Chen revealed his
performance exceeded her expectations. She never praised him during filming and would say things to him thinking she wasn't happy with his performance, as Xiao Zhan is really good. Make him focused and let him have a sense of crisis. On the contrary, Xiao Zhan may be worried. In previous interviews, he said he felt a bit like he was in crisis mode. He actually works really
hard. I feel very reassured with him. Xiao Zhan addresses AO3 Incident and talks about his relationship with FansZhao Lusi's Studio Debunks Rumors She author of a Deleted Post say she loves Xiao ZhanAfhere the series aired, Talu Wang dedicated a post to his late mother telling her to watch the series. When Frankie Chen arrived at the hospital after his mother was admitted,
Talu Wang told her, It's okay. Don't worry about me. Frankie Chen knew, however, that Talu Wang was trying to suppress his emotions and escape them. He didn't want to talk about his mother's passing because it was very painful and sudden. Frankie Chen revealed the day before his mother died, his mother made him soup and left it in the fridge. Later, when she and her team
went to Talu Wang's place for dinner, the soup was still there. Talu Wang's Mother suddenly dies at 65Talu Wang and his late motherWhen Frankie Chen saw Talu Wang's post about his mother, she felt satisfied. While everyone might have felt it was very sad, Frankie Chen thought it was a form of release for Talu Wang. I felt he was growing up a little bit, sensing and
understanding. I'm not avoiding it anymore. He's facing growing pains. I think this work is a special gift that he gives his mother. He didn't disappoint his mother. Li QinWhen it came to Li Qin's performance, Frankie Chen said they both had high expectations for each other. Frankie Chen got a strong feeling from Li Qin that she wanted a transformation after filming so many series.
She also mentioned Li Qin used a lot of effort and was working very hard. Frankie Chen revealed that she and Li Qin would often discuss the scenes, but she generally wouldn't tell her how to do it. Instead, she gave Li Qin a mission, like the look of a young girl. She witnessed Zhai Xing's character grow a young girl who went through struggle transformaties om een krijger te
worden. Xiao Zhan's Studio Issues Apologie and Takes Blame for Not Guiding His Fans WellZhai Xing the warriorThere was a crying scene where Li Qin cried until her voice was hees. Helaas Helaas voices were dubbed, so viewers couldn't witness them. Frankie Chen revealed Li Qin told her: Frankie-jie, When the time comes, can I cast my own voice?. She also revealed Li Qin
would often strongly express her thoughts and was focused on the details. Li Qin would hope the cast and crew could cherish what she gave them. Xiao Zhan writes Open Letter to Himself for 29th Anniversary The Untamed Director, Chan Ka Lam, Speaks Up for Xiao Zhan After He was Awarded Most Disappointing ActorXiao ZhanWhen asked why she chose Xiao Zhan for Ji
Chong, Frankie Chen revealed she had actually saw the entire X-NINE group for casting. She told the members to sing and dance for her because she wanted to see which members were charming. Frankie Chen said: I especially felt Xiao Zhan had a lot of ambition. When we were talking, he told me they were going on a variety show. I looked at him. In fact, he left the deepest
impression on me of everyone in the group. I remember he wasn't young. He was very ambitious and wanted to work really hard. He knows time won't wait for him. Yuehua Entertainment denies Anti-Xiao Zhan Fan is their staffer and part of Wang Yibo's TeamXiao Zhan and Frankie ChenXiao Zhan continue to suffer Backlash from the AO3 Controversy Front Line stated that Ji
Chong is actually very different from Xiao Zhan's personality. Frankie Chen explained: He (Xiao Zhan) looks very sophisticated, but I think his self-motivation is very strong. I said to him, I'm very different from a lot of people. I know you're already very handsome. You can also see it in this series, but you have other special qualities.' For example, Ji Chong roams everywhere and
treats it like his home. He must be rugged, but Xiao Zhan is slim, very thin and very delicate. I said to him, I must destroy this delicability. His eyes suddenly lit up and said, Sure, definitely. Screenwriter throws shade at Xiao Zhan, saying leads are only there at box office TrafficXiao Zhan Attract First Mainstream Performance on Everybody Stand By 2 Finale Since AO3
ScandalFrankie Chen explained she loves people who don't care much about their appearance and that actors should be very similar to their characters. Based on Ji Chong's persona, she thought he should have stubble. She first confirmed with Xiao Zhan that he had a stubble and made sure he didn't shave it as she wanted to see him with the stubble. She gave Xiao Zhan a
grayer tone foundation to make it look like he had a layer of sand on his face. Xiao Zhan also gained weight to make it seem like his character was very powerful. He said, Okay, okay, I'll try to eat until I'm fat. Frankie Chen revealed Xiao Zhan worked hard to eat on set and seemed very powerful. Xiao Zhan would also talk to Frankie Chen overnight after filming was completed
about some confusions he had about the series and his of it. Fans brought a Red Ocean to Xiao Zhan at the Tencent Video All Star Night 2020Xiao 2020Xiao stubbleXiaO Zhan reveals his happiest moment of 2020Ji Chong was labeled the strongest second male lead in history by netizens as he was adored by everyone in the series and had his chance with the female lead and
finished with the second female lead, Princess Baona (played by Kuo Shuo-yao). Frankie Chen explained: Usually we create the second male lead to beat the male lead. So he's got to be even more perfect.' Front Line asked if Ji Chong beat King Bo at the end. Frankie Chen said: This depends on the choice of female lead. If they chose Ji Chong in the end and not King Bo, then
what was everyone watching from the beginning to the end. Ji Chong only became perfect because she didn't choose him. This snow scene was not originally part of the script and does not appear in the series. Frankie Chen explained this was caught just upwelling of the moment and was a gift from heaven. They include this in the beginning and final appropriations. Actually, Ji
Chong got her, but he let her go and pushed her away because he's not a fool. He understands what this girl needs and knows that King Bo has grievances. How can he still marry her under these circumstances? A lot of people asked, 'Is Ji Chong incapable?'. Ji Chong really can't. He can't do this. Frankie Chen also mentioned the working conditions were really tough as they
filmed in cold temperatures and the cast and crew would get altitude sickness filming at high altitudes in Shangri-La, Yunnan. The cast and crew would also have to keep in if there were no bathrooms near the filming locations. When they came across a toilet, they had to stop shooting and people had to take their clothes off to go to the toilet. The whole process would take 40
minutes. On the possibility of a sequel to The Wolf, Frankie Chen candidly responded, I don't know if anyone wants to watch The Wolf 2. This may be an option, but when we wrapped up filming, I said to myself, This should probably be my last costume drama. If I'm going to do another costume drama, I'm a fool. It was really hard. It's too exhausting and I haven't thought about it
either. Credit: Tencent, Weibo (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11)
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